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Examples of use
Hemstitch production  
of a double-sided printed product 

For production reasons, a part of the second side must be 

positioned on the first side. On the back page, taking into 

account the trapping, an area must remain white so that 

welding or gluing of the ink-free area is possible after the 

fold-over. Optionally, the cutting lines that may be neces-

sary can be created invisibly, in a form that is readable by 

cutting machines, or visibly outside the printed product. 

This is a great help to the advertising technician who has 

to apply the ruler in order to cut manually. 

Hemstitch top / left, right and bottom  
eyeleted / edge reinforced

In order to draw in all eyelet points correctly, it is necessary 

to know the confection aspects of the edges. The eyelet 

points must not be on the part of the print that subse-

quently serves as a hemstitch (or loop). The shape of the 

eyelets is freely configurable. For eyeletting from behind, 

it is possible to position the eyelet points outside the print 

area (in the edge reinforcement). In the case of manual as-

sembly, thin help lines are added dynamically for cutting, 

folding over and laying on.

Roll-up-Banner

Often the area remaining in the roll-up box is not taken 

into account when creating a roll-up banner. By defining 

the visible area and the print area in the job ticket, the mas-

terProfile checks whether this area first needs to be added. 

If the banner has printing elements in the lower area, these 

are extended downwards and mirrored as with the bleed 

generation. The generated PDF has the required size after 

this processing. In addition, cutting lines can be added for 

automated and manual cropping.

Poster production for stenter frames

This production method uses material that is stretched 

when it is mounted onto the frame. Therefore, it is neces-

sary to downsize the print image depending on the final 

edge length. This is the only way to ensure that, for exam-

ple, a circle is recognisable as a circle again after stretching 

and does not deform into an oval. The masterProfile allows 

scaling settings to be stored for different materials and 

edge lengths, which are applied during processing..
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Large Format Printing
Often, when designing a motive for banners or tarpaulins, 

the type of mounting is not yet known. In the worst case, 

the LFP printer receives a PDF in the final format. The cali-

brate masterProfile offers a solution and takes care of the 

production-related additions.

In the application, not only are PDFs supported that are 

larger than 200 inches (5 m) and using the UserUnit func-

tion of PDFs; it is also possible to create the required PDF 

with a specific scaling factor. This scaling factor is taken 

into account when creating and checking the PDF. To meet 

the different requirements of advertising technology, the 

calibrate masterProfile allows the definition of LFP-speci-

fic namedFeatures, such as the addition of edge reinforce-

ment, eyelets or keder and the creation of hemstitching. 

Individual configuration is possible per edge and also for 

2-sided PDFs.

Since the technical contours, lines or marks are mandatory 

for processing, the calibrate masterProfile fully supports 

the concept of Processing Steps (ISO 19593-1). The „Inter-

national Organisation for Standardisation“ uses the term 

„language-independent and vendor-neutral post-print 

workflow components“ for the technical elements in the 

PDF. The trick is to define the technical elements in the 

PDF as spot colour. These elements are not intended for 

printing and must not be converted to CMYK, so this spot 

colour must be disregarded in all checks and corrections 

of the PDF. The calibrate masterProfile is able to recognise 

such elements, mark them as a processing step and treat 

them accordingly.

With a view to increasing productivity, the automation of prepress workflows 
is in many cases geared towards executing the rigid production processes  
as computerised as possible.

We speak of a complete template when all the parts nee-

ded for production are known. The process in which print 

data and product definition are brought together is com-

plicated, but can be controlled with the calibrate master-

Profile because the influencing factors are known. A 

template therefore defines all the necessary corrections, 

checks, exceptions and named features. Templates can 

build on other templates. This makes it possible to take 

settings from other templates and overwrite them, such 

as working with cascading style sheets or paragraph for-

mats in layout applications.

The calibrate masterProfile comes with a number of pre-

defined templates for ISO standards such as PDF/X-1a or 

PDF/X-4, but also for industry standards such as GWG 2015 

or pdfxReady 2.0. For customers who do not require PDF/X 

files, we supply templates that define the requirements 

for a printable PDF and always check a minimum level of 

quality. Together with our colour conversion templates, a 

customer can combine all these templates as needed and 

always has a perfect preparation and preflight setting.

The aim is to flexibly design work sequences with different 

tasks. Through this, users achieve an increase in producti-

vity and flexibility with the result of an overall increase in 

economic efficiency.

For more than 30 years, we at calibrate have been involved 

in the creation and verification of PDF data. Our approach 

is based on the PDF checking and correction technology 

of the Berlin company callas Software and their product 

pdfToolbox. The masterProfile developed by calibrate is 

just one pdfToolbox profile that contains all relevant cor-

rections and checks for the preparation and preflighting of 

PDF files for print production. The configurations required 

to check and prepare a PDF for specific requirements are 

defined in an external JSON file. The print requirements 

(intents) are transferred in the form of a job ticket. The cor-

rections to be applied to the PDF file, as well as the depth of 

the check, are defined in „namedFeatures“; the rest is done 

by the calibrate masterProfile.

In the further development, we have made sure to have a 

single kfpx file and an easy-to-configure PDF preparation 

and verification configuration based on templates that in-

herit their settings. This way, in addition to industry stan-

dard requirements, it is possible to define customised base 

requirements that are always applied. However, we go one 

step further: the name of each correction or test, including 

the description, can be overwritten. The calibrate master-

Profile informs the user if a possibly necessary correction 

has not been carried out, i.e. the PDF is unsuitable for a 

specific process.

Complete templates simplify  
the process

The solutions from calibrate 
offer significantly more

The Jobticket defines the intention
In principle, it is possible to transfer a job ticket to the cali-

brate masterProfile. A job ticket defines the product in-

tentions such as dimensions, number of pages or colours, 

printing conditions and other specific settings. Based on 

this information, the calibrate masterProfile automatically 

activates and configures all necessary checks. This makes 

it possible to check each PDF file for a specific expectation, 

which can be completely different from file to file.

namedFeatures
In order to prepare and correct PDF files to fulfil the pur-

pose defined in the job ticket, the calibrate masterProfile 

allows the definition of the necessary preparation para-

meters, the so-called namedFeatures. A namedFeature 

defines a very specific aspect of the PDF file, e.g. with the 

required changes to achieve the intended dimensions, 

with the required colour conversion or even with the im-

position of a book cover as a printed sheet.

checkLayoutIntent
checkColorIntent
checkProcessingStepsIntent
pagesMultipleOf
centerTrimBox
scaleToFormat

findStandardDimensions
cropToFormat
spotColorNameCleanUp
setDocumentColorSpace
colorConversion
retrieveScalingFactor
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